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Mr. Wrong & 

wait for Mr. Right



avoiding mr. wrong

planning for mr. right
Conversation starters

Tell me a little bit about some of the boys at school. 

What are you noticing about them?  How are they different from girls?

 

Are girls starting to act differently around boys?

 

Do you feel like you are responding differently to boys?

 

do you have any boys pressuring you or acting differently around you?

 

Do you feel pressure to have a boyfriend?

*Moms - please read note below

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Moms - I highly recommend that you do not tease nor encourage your girl
to have a boyfriend at this age.  it is far too much pressure to put on a
tween girl. honestly, she just is not ready for an exclusive relationship. 
 At this age she should be working on understanding more of who she is
and her dreams for the future. She should be working on developing
social skills that build healthy friendships with boys. I recommend you
let her know that you do not expect her - nor even really want her - to
have a boyfriend right now. Just learning to be friends with boys is the
best things she can do right now.
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avoiding mr. wrong

planning for mr. right
Conversation starters

Let's think a little bit about your interaction with boys and how we can be

smart about the kind of boys that we spend time with.

 

There are some boys that will make great friends and add a lot of value to

your life.  But there are others that we should avoid.

 

I want to help teach you the difference between the two so that you can be

smart about the choices that you make.

 

Just because a boy likes you and pays a lot of attention to you does not

mean that you have to like that boy back. We can learn to be clear, kind, but

clear about who we want to spend time with.

 

using your brain to help spot the kind of qualities in boys that will be a

good influence in your life will serve you well your whole life.

 

Someday, if you decide to pick a husband, these are the kind of things that

you want your brain to have been thinking about so that you can make a

smart decision about who you spend your life with.
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avoiding mr. wrong

planning for mr. right

Attribute List

Mr. Right Mr. wrong

“Your friends will determine the quality and direction of your life.”

-Andy Stanley

Brainstorm a list of qualities you think
describe each person. Or jump ahead and use the
list provided to talk through some attributes. 
 Feel free to add your own!
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avoiding mr. wrong

planning for mr. right
Attribute List

Mr. Right
Honest - Trustworthy

Responsible - Job, Money, Commitments

Kind - Gentle

Patient - Slow to Anger

Friendly - Easy To Talk With

Thoughtful - Not Selfish

Fun - Playful

Forgiving - Doesn't Hold A Grudge

respectful - Honors your thoughts

modest - humble

Courageous - doesn't live afraid

sincere - believable

interesting - holds your attention

wise - makes good decisions

positive - doesn't complain or criticize

clean, neat, fit, healthy-choices

 

= What kind of

friendship or life

with this person?
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avoiding mr. wrong

planning for mr. right
Attribute List

Mr. wrong

Deceitful - Will lie to you

Irresponsible - job, money, commitments

unkind - yells, anger, tantrums

impatient - explosive, no self-control

selfish - doesn't think of you or others

jealous - doesn't trust you or let you make decisions

lazy - does not work hard

unforgiving - holds grudges, makes you pay for your mistakes

disrespectful- belittles, criticizes, or make fun of you or others 

impolite - rude & Inconsiderate

afraid - won't do hard things, gullible

anxious - lacks confidence and is prone to worry 

Arrogant - thinks their ideas are always right

impulsive - does not think through wise decisions

pessimistic - always thinks the worst will happen

boastful - only talks about his own accomplishments

moody - high swings between feeling good & bad

Argumentative - argues about everything

messy, disheveled,  lazy, unhealthy choices

 

 

 

= What kind of

friendship or life

with this person?
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avoiding mr. wrong

planning for mr. right
letter to my future self:

Write a letter to yourself that your mom will give back to you in
one year about how you want to think about boys this year.
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